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1 Introduction: impacts of shrinkage 

to green space development 

1.1 Shrinking cities in Eastern Germany 

Many cities in Eastern Germany are aff ected by processes of 
demographic and economic shrinkage (Hannemann, 2003; 
Gatzweiler et al., 2003): (1) Demographic processes mean 
changes in the size and structure of the population. Lower 
fertility rates have been causing the absolute population to 
drop. A rising level of life expectancy has lead to demographic 
aging. Additionally, internal migration has resulted in regional 
population decline. Meanwhile, immigration and changing 
lifestyles have made populations more international and he-
terogeneous. (2) Deindustrialisation in Eastern Germany has 
led to economic problems and has also resulted in declining 
budgets of the local authorities. (3) Loss of population and 
economic downturn have brought about a fall in the demand 
for housing, commercial property and social infrastructure 
buildings, thus creating a surplus. The increasing number 
of vacancies calls for the demolition of buildings, producing 
more empty spaces and transforming the urban fabric. Con-
current suburbanisation and changes in land-usage have 
reduced the spatial density of shrinking cities.

Shrinking phenomena impact various aspects of urban de-
velopment in diverse ways. From a spatial perspective, the 
most pressing problems are the vacancies in housing and 
commercial properties, the demolition of buildings and the 
increase in vacant lots, since less redevelopment is required. 
The spatial eff ects of shrinking are countered by various poli-
cy measures and joint federal and state programmes. The go-
vernment grants fi nancial aid to aff ected real estate owners 
and public utilities to demolish surplus housing stock and ob-
solete infrastructure, and enhance the aff ected quarters (e.g. 
the programme “Urban Restructuring in Eastern Germany”).

1.2 Urban Restructuring and Green Space 

Development

Urban restructuring is regarded as a strategic response to 
the current situation and as a way of improving the quality of 
life and of enhancing sustainable development in shrinking 
cities by revitalising urban areas. Green spaces are meant to 
provide an answer as to what should be done with the resul-
ting open spaces and are also intended to be intrinsic parts 
of a sustainable city. The increasing number of open spa-
ces implies opportunities for the long-term development of 
green spaces and satisfying environmental demands. These 

challenges are confronted by manifold barriers in planning 
practice: shrinking processes and restructuring practices 
have fundamentally changed the conditions not only for 
the shape and function of future urban green spaces but 
also for the implementation, organisation and funding of 
green space planning (Rößler, 2007). 

1.3 Shrinkage as framework for green space 

development

Shrinking processes infl uence green space development and 
planning in diverse ways. 

Demographic change 

The eff ects of demographic change  – as one of the main 
characteristics of shrinkage – may change the intensity and 
also the ways of using green spaces: 

1. Decreasing numbers of (potential) users according to 
decreasing population fi rstly may improve the quality of 
use, avoid overuse, vandalism and avoid confl icts between 
groups of users caused by diff erent demands. We are used 
to set minimum standards to ensure the equal provision 
of high quality green spaces for the urban population. 
Now the paradigms are changing: We have to think about 
emptiness, feelings of fear and missing social interactions 
in green spaces. It’s hard to set benchmarks which defi ne a 
minimal number of users. But political decisions and sup-
port also depend on the degree of utilisation. Regarding 
political decision processes according fi nancial support for 
green spaces the lack of users may lead to the reduction 
of fi nancing for maintenance or even closing of special 
green spaces (e. g sports facilities or playgrounds).

2. According the changes in population structure – namely 
diversifi cation, singularisation, diff erentiation and ageing – 
demands for green space use may change. An ageing so-
ciety calls for green space off ers nearby living quarters. 
Practices in using green spaces and behaviour may diff e-
rentiate in multiethnic societies. Green Spaces therefore 
have to fulfi l a number of changing requirements. This 
can also be refl ected in a growing diversity of shapes and 
types of urban green spaces.

Legal framework 

According changing planning paradigms the legal frame-
work has been adapted. Although the new approach of 
urban restructuring was implemented in the planning and 
building law a number of legal restrictions hinder the reali-
sation of green spaces regardless the necessity. Remaining 
building rights on former built estates and relating high land 
values restrict long term green space development. 

Shortage of money

Relating to demographic change widely economic diffi  cul-
ties restrict the widespread realisation of green spaces on 
empty land. Private and also municipal fi nancial resources 
are continually decreasing. According to the questionable 
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degree of utilisation this means the most restrictive frame-
work for future green space development.

So unless the growing amount of potential green spaces the 
legal, economic and also planning framework partly constra-
in the possibilities of green space development. Future green 
space planning in shrinking cities has to deal with those chal-
lenges. As a result new strategies and planning approaches 
have to be developed. New types of green spaces according 
their shape and function have to be adjoined by new ways of 
implementation, organisation, funding and responsibilities. 

2 Research interests and methodology 

Vacant lots mean opportunities and challenges for green 
space development. The increasing amount of open spa-
ces implies opportunities for the long term development of 
green spaces: realisation of basic green systems within the 
urban fabric, improvement of the residential environment 
and the integration of ecological needs. Against this back-
drop the question is whether the infl uence and signifi cance 
of green spaces and their development needs will change 
and whether they will aff ect urban planning. The main points 
of interest are:

Is there an increasing amount of attention being paid to • 
green space topics in models and visions for urban de-
velopment? 
Does institutional green space planning develop its own • 
or new green space strategies in response to the oppor-
tunities and challenges of shrinkage? 
How is the relationship characterised between green spa-• 
ce planning and urban planning?

The research has based on a theoretical discussion of (1) ur-
banisation models in historical and current urban planning, 
(2) the urban relationship to nature and (3) the perception 
of urban landscapes. By means of derived suppositions from 
the theoretical discussion, an embedded case study using 
three units of analysis was carried out. Three large cities of 
Eastern Germany (Leipzig, Halle and Chemnitz) were selected 
as representative shrinking cities with experience in green 
space development under current conditions. As a basis for 
qualitative empirical research, the following data were used: 
municipal documents regarding urban planning and green 
space planning, master plans for the whole city and shrinking 
districts and concrete projects of urban restructuring and ur-
ban green space planning. Additionally, local representatives 
of each city council were interviewed, focusing on their expe-
riences and perceptions regarding green space development 
as a challenge in their shrinking city. 

3 Role of green spaces in urbanisation 

models and city strategies

3.1 Urbanisation models

The new spatial framework, characterised by a growing di-
mension of open spaces, has led to urban structural models 
which include explicit propositions regarding the distribution 

of unavoidable open and green spaces. In the context of the 
theoretical discussion, four basic urban models under shrin-
king conditions are diff erentiated: compact city, fragmented 
city, perforated city and disintegrated city (Albers, 2007; Do-
ehler-Behzadi, Schiff ers, 2004; Blume, 2005; Reuther, 2002).

The relevance of green spaces according their amount, di-
stribution, function and potential characteristic is strongly 
related to the urbanisation model and therefore the spatial 
structure of a city. 

Compact urban structures mean a strong division of inner 
densely built up areas and the surrounding landscape. The 
situation will be characterised by a lack of green spaces. The 
chance to develop green space systems as a network of diff e-
rent green spaces is missed. Outside the citiy borders natural 
open spaces can be preserved. 

A more fragmented city ensures stable areas with a density 
of buildings and uses. The concentration of decreasing uses 
on urban islands includes the necessity of forming the re-
maining open spaces as a green surrounding or even stable 
network which ensures the cohesion and perception of the 
urban area.

Uncontrolled perforation, by demolition of empty buildings 
and infrastructure, leads to the perforated city. Coincidental 
developing open spaces produce disperse urban structures. 
Decay and emptiness characterise these type of shrinking 
city. Although these processes are neither planned nor su-
pported, the spatial reality in shrinking cities can partly be 
described by perforation. Open and also green spaces are 
distributed according the demolition of buildings not follo-
wing any planning strategies or real demands. They are tem-
porary fragments. If they are designed or maintained even 
on low level they may lead to short term improvements of 
green space provision. But they won’t get equal elements 
of urban structure. 

The extreme development following the perforation may 
lead to the disintegrated city. Urban cohesion is more and 
more getting lost and open spaces become the defi ning 
structure of urban areas. In that way they are more a green 
ground for more or less isolated built structures, loosing their 
quality of an urban element. Honestly this model is more a 
hypothetical one – in strong shrinking quarters partly these 
development can be foreseen.

These general models form the basis for specifi c urban struc-
tural models in shrinking cities. The spatial vision of each city 
more or less refl ects these basic ideas, depending on the hi-
storic urban structure, the local topography, the distribution 
and the location of shrinking districts and vacant housing 
stock. The venues of the spatial shrinkage infl uence the fra-
mework for urban green space development. Attempts are 
being made to realise the vision of the compact European 
city in historic city centres at the expense of the perforation 
or fragmentation of the outer districts. Aware that a dense 
urban structure cannot be kept all over the whole city area, 
the model of a more fragmented urban structure with urban 
cores and connected green spaces is being aimed at in parts 
of the city. This means a really new approach and perception: 
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The model of the “European City” which is characterised by 
dense urban structures has been one of the most relevant 
ideals of city development. Under shrinking conditions this 
ideal idea of the urban form hasn’t lost its power – as lot 
examples show. But against the background of shrinkage 
pressures and the need for demolition and restructuring also 
other models of city form get important. The protection of 
dense structures at least in the city centre calls for shrinking 
processes in the inner city and also the urban fringe. As a 
consequence also models of more fragmented or perforated 
urban structures have been accepted in the analysed cities. 

3.2 Green spaces in strategies of urban 

restructuring

To avoid a negative perception caused by demolition and de-
cay green space development might be a strategy to foster a 
positive image also under shrinking conditions. Green spaces 
promise a good quality of life and urban environment and 
therefore underline also positive impacts of shrinkage, which 
is mainly perceived as a negative process. Additionally they 
provide a land use which off ers fast, widely accepted and rela-
tionally cheap solutions for plots without any necessity to be 
rebuilt. Urban development concepts which include strategic 
objectives for city development under shrinking conditions 
often formulate the advantages for green space provision 
which accompany shrinking processes. Therefore objectives 
for green space development and the opportunities for more 
liveable greener cities play an important role on the strategic 
level of city development. But the chances and eff orts which 
are being made to realise these objectives are getting smaller 
during the process of urban restructuring: As described befo-
re in the beginning of the restructuring process green spaces 
are acceptable solutions and options for the arising vacant 
lots. The decision process about where and which buildings 
will be demolished is mostly infl uenced by economic and 

legal aspects and the belongings of the owner rather than by 
spatial or even green space planning aspects. This results in 
the need for measures and investments of green space plan-
ning independent from overall spatial green space strategies. 
Although projects of green space development are relatively 
cheap compared to diff erent building activities even these 
less costs mean problems for municipalities and landowners. 
For that reason increasingly one look for solutions which are 
profi table or at least cost-covering.

At the end green space development is discussed regarding 
cost eff ectiveness and as a way for the exploitation of space. 
It’s less the quality and the benefi ts of green spaces especi-
ally in shrinking cities than the pressures and barriers which 
defi ne the discussion. 

These developments can be watched in several cities: Du-
ring the planning and later realisation of demolition green 
space belongings are in fact getting more important but the 
restrictions and burdens are also getting more. Although gre-
en spaces fi rstly have been seen as simple and also good 
solutions – this promise cannot be fulfi lled in any case or 
respectively automatically. Political willingness also has to 
be adjoined by support, fi nancial resources and voice of the 
sectoral planning. 

3.3 Strategies of green space planning 

in shrinking cities

A general diff erence has to be made between permanent 
and temporary development of green spaces on derelict 
land (fi gures 1, 2). In light of the fact that there is no short-
term demand for buildings of residential or commerce, green 
spaces are acceptable as a form of temporary improvement. 
The signifi cance of these temporary green spaces and their 
enhancement in strategies of urban renewal is very high. 

Figure 1: Temporary green space (photo: Stefanie Rößler).
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Planning and funding resources prioritise green space de-
velopment as simple, successful and appreciated measures. 
This strategy clearly aims at the stabilisation of aff ected 
quarters and, therefore, at new building activities and in-
vestments. Accordingly, initial experience shows that if this 
strategy of urban renewal is successful, then the green spaces 
which were partly responsible for this uptrend will disappear 
because of their temporary character, independent of the 
social, aesthetical and ecological qualities obtained. 

The opposite approach is the long-lasting protection of green 
spaces. Areas, where new building activities are very impro-
bable, are changed into permanent green spaces by buil-
ding law. This strategy needs municipal engagement and the 
fi nancial resources of the local authorities, because private 
owners are mainly not interested in losing their building laws, 
which normally means decreasing land values. Nevertheless, 
this is the only way to increase the proportion of permanent 
green spaces. From the point of view of green space planning, 
the permanent development of green spaces alone really me-
ans an improvement of the situation and, therefore, it can be 
classifi ed as a green space strategy. Temporary green spaces 
are just a means to an end, namely, to urban renewal. Signi-
fi cantly, the implementation of these two strategies diff ers 
from the inner city to the shrinking districts: thus, permanent 
green space development is a typical strategy for the shrin-
king districts on the edge of the inner city, where the vision 
of the compact European City has been given up.

3.4 Types of green spaces in urban restructuring

In the strongly shrinking areas outside of the inner city, new 
types of green spaces have also emerged and have been 
accepted by local planning authorities. According to the di-
mension of the derelict land and the decreasing fi nancial 
resources, new ways of designing and using of green spa-
ces need to be applied (Giseke, 2007). So it’s not so much 
a question of the appearance of really new categories of 
green spaces than it is of new approaches of using and ma-
intaining them. These new approaches may partly express 
a growing desire for nature based on a new relationship to 

nature (Dettmar, 2005) and a holistic comprehension of lan-
dscape (Sieferle, 2004, Waldheim, 2006). Nevertheless, it is a 
pragmatic approach that is in accordance with the current 
framework of shrinking cities. Besides, it is important to be 
aware of the demands of urban green spaces regarding their 
structural and social functions (Becker, Giseke, 2004).

Thus, approaches involving forestry and agriculture have 
been adapted to an urban context. Also, garden and wilder-
ness themes have been translated into the context of urban 
shrinkage. Following some experiences from the cities, whi-
ch have been observed in that research, will be presented, 
underlining the diversity and also innovation of some new 
approaches for green spaces in shrinking cities. 

Urban forestry

Urban forestry is not that new approach; it’s a green space 
type which is historically a part of several European cities. 
But in shrinking cities it might get a new relevance: Forest 
or “forestlike” greening includes the chance to develop susta-
inable green spaces as stable ecological systems with high 
benefi ts for biodiversity. It’s also the cheapest method to 
green an area with very low maintenance costs. Therefore 
some examples are known, where former building plots at 
the fringe of large prefabricated housing estates are aff ore-
sted. That means the urban character completely has given 
up and secondary natures will be established. The term fo-
rest is also used for green space measures which aim at the 
preservation of the urban structures by strengthening the 
borders of the former building quarters and therefore a main 
characteristic of the European City (fi gure 3). Demolition of 
vacant houses is especially necessary in simple estates, af-
fected for example by traffi  c. To preserve these important 
structures bigger trees, planted in dense rows, might be a 
way to transform the common urban structure with green 
walls in a new one.

Urban agriculture 

Urban agriculture is as well as forestry not really a new phe-
nomenon in urban areas. But the challenge to fi nd some cost 
effi  cient land uses besides building again spotlights this kind 

Figure 2: Permanent green space (photo: Stefanie Rößler).

Figure 3: Example of urban forestry in Halle, Germany (photo: 
Stefanie Rößler).
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of green space. This development is supported by the cur-
rent development in agriculture in general, characterised by 
approaches to plant energy crops as renewable resources (fi -
gure 4). Besides climate change might infl uence the growing 
conditions and again more land for agricultural production 
is needed. The way agriculture is moving into the city diff ers 
from the known way of cultivation. Sometimes it is more the 
horticultural approach or the experience of rural living. But 
at the end the pictures look alike. We have to wait if these 
ways of land use are accepted by the residents. 

Gardens

The demand for private green spaces is continuing high. 
Lower densities and the availability of lots also nearby high 
rise buildings or dense quarters from the Wilheminan period 
include opportunities for gardening. There is a wide variety 
of examples for new garden projects in shrinking cities. There 
are examples which follow the classic approach of allotment 
gardens (fi gure 5). To have some partners maintaining the 
huge amount of green spaces means a possibility for private 
landlords to reduce costs. Parallel the satisfaction of residents 
might rise by off ering land for private gardening. Therefore it’s 
a double profi table strategy for larger housing companies. 

Gardening is also a topic in older quarters of the shrinking 
cities. According to diff ering population structures, demands 
and urban structures approaches for private and especially 
collective use of (temporary) vacant lots are spreading (fi gure 
6). The demand for a bit green space near the fl at, the idea to 
strengthen neighbourhoods, the positive impacts for integra-
tion of social disadvantaged groups of residents, the wish for 
harvest self cultivated healthy vegetables or having a place for 
children’s play or meeting – all these might be reasons for crea-
ting gardens on vacant lots. There are quite diff erent organisa-
tion schemes – but all together are off ers with low thresholds 
in the neighbourhood. Very early examples are known from 
North American cities beginning in the 1980’s (so called com-
munity gardens). More and more of these gardens have been 
developed in Germany during the last years. Not all of them are 
in shrinking cites. Especially the so called “Gardens of and for 
migrants” are a successful instrument for integration and com-
munication. But these approaches and examples for neighbo-
urhood initiatives have really good chances for realisation in 
cities with enough spaces and less economic interests.

Urban wilderness

Besides these projects, which all have some kind of tradition in 
urban areas, also the development of wilderness in shrinking 
cities is discussed. Being aware the huge amount of open spa-
ces and the less chances to fi nd for all of them users and uses, 
not to mention any money, wilderness seems to be a kind 
of logical development for some areas of the city (fi gure 7). 
There are no realised examples but the professional discus-
sion shows some tendencies for that approach dealing with 
the challenge. The ecological qualities and benefi ts might be 
high, but we have to think about the requirements of urban 
form. Is green wilderness which is not useable and accessible 
really an enrichment of urban structures? Which basic design 
elements are necessary to make these areas understandable 
and usable? For sure it depends much on the type of urban 
quarter, the role within the urban green system as a whole and 
the acceptance of such uncommon green spaces. But planners 
have to be aware about the negative impacts which might 
arise as a perception of decay. So missing ideas or money 
should not been sold as ecological value. 

Figure 4: Example of agriculture (energy crops) in a shrinking 
city (photo: Stefanie Rößler).

Figure 5:  Allotment gardens on vacant lots in Leipzig (photo: 
Stefanie Rößler).

Figure 6:  New type of private garden in Dresden, Germany 
(photo: Stefanie Rößler).
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Although common and established types and categories of 
urban green spaces will not disappear, they will be supple-
mented by new approaches which fi ts better to the current 
demands of budget cutbacks, never known dimensions of 
open spaces and changing user demands.

4 Conclusion: challenges and constraints 

of green space development in 

shrinking cities

The analysed city strategies express the necessity and im-
portance of green spaces as structural elements of the ur-
ban fabric. The empirical evidence showed clear diff erences 
between abstract and general urban models and the imple-
mentation in strategies and planning decisions. A diff erence 
can be seen between the relevance of green spaces in the 
implementation of urban restructuring – appreciating green 
spaces as important parts of sustainable and successful ur-
ban restructuring – and the implementation of green space 
development in the process. Undoubtedly, the relevance of 
green space development is increasing in shrinking cities but 
this depends less on the awareness of their benefi ts in and of 
themselves than on their contributions to a successful urban 
renewal. Accordingly, green space planning as an independent 
discipline with its own objectives might not be strengthened 
but their contribution to city development might increase. All 
this leads to a greater relevance of green spaces in shrinking 
cities but not to an adequate relevance of green space plan-
ning. This is especially the case, when green space planning 
is assumed as an independent and strong sectoral planning, 
arguing for the value and benefi ts of green spaces and the 
need for established expertise. The suspicion might well arise 
here that green spaces might be used for stopgaps for lacking 
building development and less because one is convinced of 
their complex ecological, social and economic values. 

Stefanie Rößler, Landscape Architect

Leibniz Institute of Ecological and Regional Development (IOER), 

Dresden

E-mail: s.roessler@ioer.de
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